THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE ZAIBATSU
SHIBAGAKI KAZUO
The Zaibatsu t J are the special Japanese L0rm of finance capital
in the Japanese capitalism of the period preceding the Second World
War. Finance capital was conceptualized by R. Hilferding and by V. I.
Lenin as the dominant form of capital in the stage of Imperialism,1
but the reason for the Zaibatsu being the special Japanese form was
that they possessed characteristics which were markedly different from
the forms of finance capital found in advanced countries such as Germany
and America in regard to the following two points. The first of these
is the fact that they had a form of the konzern which was topped by a
holding company and which spread its wings in diversified management
through share holdings over practically the whole field of undertakings in

production, commodity circulation and finance. This is a reason why
the Zaibatsu are called "comprehensive konzerns." Further, it is possible
to point out the following detailed characteristics in regard to their
internal structure. Manufacturing industry, in particular the heavy and
chemical industries, figured comparatively little compared with other fields

of industry. The nucleus in the production sector was made up by
primitive industries such as mining, while on the other hand the
commodity circulation and finance sector, represented by commercial
companies and banks, had a relatively high importance. The cartels
formed in the sectors in which the Zaibatsu had undertakings under
their control were placed in a surbordinate position to the Zaibatsu
konzern as institutions charged with the role of supplementing or
complementing the control by the konzerns. For this reason the
Zaibatsu as monopolies was characterized not as simple market mono‑
polies but as "monopolies of capital as such" which contained such simple

market monopolies within themselves in subordinate positions, and
further that they were practically devoid of the organic interconnected‑
ness in production technology which characterizes modern monopolies in
general. The above points constitute marked characteristics in comparison
* See R. Hilferding, Das Finanzkapital : Eine Studie iiber die fungste Entwicklung des
Kapitalismus, 1910, and V. I. Lenin, Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism, 1917.
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with the finance capital of Germany or America in the period of their
establishment, which was formed as market monopolies having specific
heavy or chemical industries such as the coal‑steel industry or the oil
industry. Secondly, as is indicated by the fact that the Zaibatsu are
frequently called " family konzerns," in the Zaibatsu form of capital
accumulation the greater part of the owned capital of the enterprises
under the control of the Zai atsu was supplied by holding companies
in the form of monopolistic p 0vision of funds by the family members
running the Zaibatsu. Under the conditions of this exclusive form of
capital an extremely high degree of accumulation was carried out by
self‑financing, while as a result the various financial organs under the
control of the Zaibatsu, too, existed as institutions which were charged
with the role of enlarging the extent of Zaibatsu control, rather than
with financing enterprises under the control of the Zaibatsu. This was
a phenomenon of a truly alien nature when compared with the German
monopolies' mobilization of huge social funds from the capital market
through functions of the credit banks, and the American monopolies
doing so through those of investment bankers.2
Such being the content of the Zaibatsu monopolies, we shall denote
these two characteristics of the Zaibatsu by the expressions " the com
prehensive konzern form " in the former case, and " the self‑financing
accumulation form" in the latter case, but in fact it was at the end of
the 1920's, by which time the control 0L the Zaibatsu may be supposed
to have been brought to completion, that these characteristics became
firmly fixed in Japanese capitalism. Further, these two characteristics
were formed in their most typical form in the Mitsui Ei F Zaibatsu and
the Mitsubishi Ei Zaibatsu, the Zenbatsu which were known as " the
two great Zaibatsu " among the total number of Zaibatsu. Amon*" the
dther bodies designated as Zaibatsu there were in addition to these the
somewllat smaller Sumitomo f ;2 Zaibatsu, the Yasuda
FEI Zaibatsu
with its centre in the financial sector, and the Asano ;
Zaibatsu,
Furukawa l
r Zaibatsu and others mainly located in the producing
sector, but we should probably be able to grasp the typical form of the
Zaibatsu by considering the two great Zaibatsu, Mitsui and Mitsubishi.
As we have noted above, however, it was at. the end of the 1920's
' Regardirig the st**cture of fulance iapital in Germany and Arne*i'a, see Tphar*
Shir5
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: (The

Process of the Formation of Finance Capital in Germany), Tokyo, Tokyodaigaku‑
shuppan‑kai, 1960, and Ishizaki Teruhiko ; W i IF j , Amerika Kinyt i Shihon no Seiritsu
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;q) i t (The Formation of Finance Capital in the United States), Tokyo,
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that these Zaibatsu were firmly established as finance capital, but to seek

the genesis of these bodies as forms of capital we must go back to the
time of the Meiji Restoration and in some cases beyond it to the early
period of the Tokugawa '{ ;JII feudal r gime. The origin of the Mitsubishi
Zaibatsu, for example, is to be found in the Restoration period, but the

Mitsui Zaibatsu goes back further to the Genna 5
era (1615‑1623).
However, from the point of view of the aims of the present paper,
which are those of elucid ting the formation of the Zaibatsu in connexion

with ,the modernization of Japan (we understahd " modermzation " as
meaning " conversion to capitalism "), it will probably be permissible to
locate the starting point of our considerations in the period of the Meiji

Restoration. As regards the angle from which we propose to consider
the history of the Zaibatsu, we shall confine burselves to following up in
connexion with the historical process of Japanese capitalism the grounds
for the formation of the characteristics of the Zaibatsu, that is, those

in regard to the form of monopoly and form of capital accumulation.
This is because it is altogether impossible to range over all the historical

facts within the compass of the limited space available, and because we
may suppose that it would not have very much significance to do so.

I. THE GENESIS OF THE ZAIBATSU AS MERCHANT CAPITAL
=THE "POLITICAL MERCHANTS"
During the period of approximately twenty years between the Meiji
Restoration 0L 1868 and the end of the 1880's the development of the
Japanese economy was at tlle stage which Marx called the stage of the
primitive accumulation of capital. Further, this primitive accumulation
in Japan, being prescribed by the complicated character consisting in the
fact that its starting‑point, the Meiji Restoration, came late in the scale

of world history as a bourgeois revolution and was premature from the
point of view of national internal development, was provided with the
following two marked characteristics. Firstly, the role played by the
government in the process was extremely large, and although the role
played by state power is generally greater in the period of the establish‑

ment of capitalism in proportion as the country is backward, in Japan
the government became the undertaker of the conversion to capitalism
in the form of the government itself managing undertakings. Secondly,
and this constitutes the reverse side of the preceding point, merchant
capital, which from the first was the dominant form of capital in all
countries in the period of primitive accumulation, had accomplished
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markedly little accumulation in Japan, partly because it was shut off
from foreign trade during the feudal period because of the policy of
closing the country to foreign intercourse (Sakoku

I), and consequently

in the process of its development under the conditions of the new
environment provided by the Meiji Restoration its degree of dependence
on the government was overwhelmingly high. In relation to the Meiji

government when first established merchant capital constituted the
material basis of political authority by giving it financial support for the

time being, but once the tracks of the policy for primitive accumulation
had been laid down the initiative on the part of political authority,
viewed over‑all, brought about a rapid development of merchant capital,
and as a result caused these merchants to be the actual undertakers of
primitive accumulation. This is why Japanese merchant capital is spoken
of as "politically privileged merchants" (Tokken‑seisho

C

i) or "polit‑

ical merchant capital,"8 but in fact the typical instances of this kind of

capital were Mitsui and Mitsubishi, and the former of these, by being
concerned in the financial business 0L the governnient, brought to
realization the establishment of the later Mitsui Ginko EEi
f (Mitsui
Bank) and Mitsui Bussan E 7 i (Mitsui & Co., Ltd.), while by under‑
taking the government's marine transportation policy the latter extended
its interests to other undertakings, and on the occasion of the selling‑off
of government‑operated factories (Kangyo H:araisage ' I i AT f) in the

1880's both obtained mining and other producing sector undertakings
and caused the archetype of their diversified management to come into
being. In the following we propose to trace a number of the grounds
which in later years produced the Japanese form of finance capital, the
Zaibatsu, doing so by viewing in concrete terms the activities of Mitsui
and Mitsubishi as political merchants.

Let us take the case of Mitsui first. During the Tokugawa period
Mitstti were already running money‑changing shops and tailor's shops
as merchants by appointment to the Shogunate and they are said to
have accumulated a fortune whose total capital amounted to more than
781,000 ryo

: in 1842, but at the time of the Restoration of the lhxperial

Rule (Taisei H:o kan ;

C

:) in 1867 they early grasped the trend of

8 According to Yamaji Aizan LLI : :Lll, the word 'seisho' (political merchant) came into
use in the early Meiji period aS a term referring to Japanese monopoly merchants who
had been accorded privileges by the government or had accumulated wealth as purveyors
to the government, and the word is not to be found either in the Chinese dictionaries
or iri the Japanese encyclopedias of the feudal period, but is a neologism dating from
after the beginning of the Meiji period. Yamaji Aizan, Gendai Kinken‑shi !:f ; :
(A History of the Power of Money in Modern Times), Tokyo, Hattori‑shoten, 1908, p. 34.
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the times, and, breaking off their hereditary connexion with the Sho‑
gunate, threw in their lot with the new Meiji government. The relations

between the new government and Mitsui began with aid in providing
military funds for the purpose of overthrowing the Shogunate, and as a
consequence of this Mitsui and the Ono Gumi were appointed exchange

brokers at the Bureau of the Exchequer (Kaikei‑jimukyoku Onkawase‑
kata * + :
1] ;* ;i ) in February, 1 868, and were concerned in the
raising of three million ryo in Basic Exchequer Funds (Kaikei‑Motodate‑
km = L : * { )4 ahd in the Issumg of thirty million ryo in Cabinet
Notes (Dajokan satsu ;i
i ‑ } L).5 Further, in the reform of the currency

system which began in May, 1871, they undertook on their own the
work of collecting metal for currency and the exchange of new currency
for old, thus performing the functions of an executive organ of the new

government in the sphere of government finance. Further, through
being employed by the government in ways such as this, Mitsui obtained
a variety of concessions involving tlle handling of government funds,
and on the basis of the accumulation deriving from this they brought
to realization in the latter half of the 1870's the establishment of two
amo. ng the later directly‑af iliated great companies, the Mitsui Bank and

Mitsui Bussan. The establishment of the Mitsui Bank took place in
1876, five years after the first application in 1871, partly because of the

Meiji government's policy of centring its financial organization on the
National Banks, but the essentials of the bank's organization were the
"joint stock company" with unlimited liability, while the capital of tw,o
million yen, divided into 20,000 shares, was entirely held by members

of the house of Mitsui and persons related to them. The bank's head
oflices were in Tokyo, with branch offices at Osaka ; F

Yokohama

and Kobe

, KyOto

:

,

i and a further 26 branches at various

places throughout the country, and in terms of share capital it was the

hugest bank second to the 15th National Bank. However, as will
be clear from Table 1, a Table compiled from fragmentary data,
government deposits accounted for a large proportion of the bank's
bill discounting and documentary bill business, the original forms of
banking credit, were negligible and loans occupied the overwhelming
proportion. The fact that government deposits occupy so high a proportion
business on the deposits side, while on the side of movements of funds
+ A Ioan bearing 12･/. annual interest and secured by the revenue from the Land Tax,
floated by the Meiji govermnent for the purposcs of meeting the requirements of
government finance at this time.

* Non‑conve*tible paper currency issued with the intention of creating funds for the
encouragement of industry.
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Table 1. BREAKDOWN OF DEPOSITS AND
At Year End
June, 18SO

December, 1882
July, 1883

July, 1884

Total Deposits
Government
Deposits Deposits Private Lbans
7,132

9,475

( 43.0)

( 57.0)

6,410

7,933

( 4.4.7)

( 55.3)

5,263

9,525

( 35.6)

( 64.4)

5,593

4,997

( 52.8)

( 47.2)

Source : The Mitsui Bank, Mitsui Gink

Hach,jiznen‑shi S

16,607
(lO0.0)

14,344
(1 O0.0)

14,788
(lO0.0)

l0,509
(lO0.0)

ffJL+

7,376
( 54.1)

7,547
( 91.0)
7 ,474

( 92.5)

6,041
( 81.8)

: (Eighty Years

of the whole shows that the bank was not a business bank, and reveals
most strikingly its " politically privileged merchant " character, but it
also appears in regard to the content of loans that a fair number were

personal loans to high government ofiicials involving the handling of
government funds, and rather than being a bank the character of usury
capital is present in a high degree. However, among those involving

the handl･ing of government funds loans to peasants in the form of
documentary bills in payment of taxes were made as a result of the
bank noticing that at that time, when the commercialization of rice was
still immature, many of the peasants were having difficulty in paying
the Land Tax (chiso I L) in money, and in consultation with the Mitsui
Bussan, regarding which we shall say more later, making loans for the
payment of taxes on the security of harvested rice, and it may well be

noted that through the commercialization of rice this performed the
promotive functions of primitive accumulation consisting in the promotion

of currency circulation in the rural areas and the promotion of the
break‑up of the peasant stratum of society.

Next, Mitsui Bussan, also established in 1876, was a private
alliance company with unlimited liability, and its work consisted "entirely

in bending efforts to the selling of products (bussan
) on receiving
requests from people outside the family, or in buying in products and
taking a fee, the form of commercial activity traditionally known to the
Japanese ipeople as tonya
; business and to the European as commis‑
sion agency business," while until its capital of 200,000 yen was laid

down in 1880 the company was without capital and met the require‑
ments of its undertakings by contracting an overdraLt 0L up to 50,000
yen with the Mitsui Bank. The commodities dealt in by this company
immediately after its foundation are as shown in Table 2, and its char‑
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LOANS AT THE MITSUl BANK (1880‑1884)
(in thousand yen and percentage)

Short Notice
Discounted
Documentary Total Loans
Special
Loans

Loans Bills Bills

468
( 3.4)
628
( 7.6)

5,762

( 42.4)

( )

59 l

(‑)

( 7.3)

521
( 7.1)

7 60

( 10.3)

(7
( 0.1)
4
( O.O)
51
( 0.7)

16
( O.1)
109
( 1.3)
6
( O.1)
8
( O.1)

13,623
(100.0)

8,291
(100.0)

8,076
(lO0.0)

7,382
(lO0.0)

of tlle Mitsui Bank), Tokyo, 1957, pp. 371 and 402.

acter as merchant capital is revealed in the fact that the relative weight
of agricultural products, the produce of the labour of small producers,

was high. Furthermore, the direct lever for the development of Mitsui
Bussan was the sole right to sell the coal of the government Miike Coal
Mine (granted in September, 1876), and the fact that this also was a
concession made available by the government may be said to bespeak
the fact that Mitsui Bllssan also came into being as a company charged
with one important, aspect of the character of the house of Mitsui as
political merchants.

Next let us take up consideration of the case of the Mitsubishi
companies. The genesis of Mitsubishi as capital starts from lwasaki
Yataro

: f;i

receiving a government lease of the Osaka Nishinaga‑

bori Shokai formerly owned by the Tosa f
fief in 1870 and being
concerned principally in the marine transportation business;e but as
in the case of Mitsui the lever for its spectacular development was
its political merchant activities as an undertaker of the fostering of
capitalism by the Meiji government. Firstly, on the occasion of the
expedition to Taiwan (Seitai no Eki E c) ; ) (1874) the government
entrusted Mitsubishi with the running of 13 steamships, thus causing
Mitsubishi to undertake military transportation, and after the expedition,
6 At first Mitsubishi was called the Tosa Kaisei Shosha (1870), but later the name was

changed to the Tsukumo Shokai, the Mitsukawa Shokai, and then to the Mitsubishi
Shokai, while in May, 1875, it frst took the appellation ' company ' as the Mitsubishi
Steamship Company, and in Septenrber of the same year it changed its name again to

the Mitsubishi Mail Steamer Company. Though called a company, however, it was a
purely individual enterprise which "differed greatly from companics which constituted
themselves by collecting the funds of others, being entirely an undertaking conflned to
the one family" and "the profits of the company accrued entirely to the person of the
head of the company, and tlle losses of the company likewise entirely fell on the person
of the head of the company."
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Table 2. VALUE OF COMMODITIES DEALT IN BY MITSUl BUSSAN
(September‑December, 1876)
(in ye* and percentage)

Commodity

Value Dealt In

Rice
Coal

227,899 ( 41.8)

4,459 ( 0.8)
5,183 ( 0.9)

Machines
Metal Goods

126,088 ( 23.1)

Petroleum Oils
Foreign Textiles and Trinkets

ll4,556 ( 21.0)

Tea
Silkworm Eggs
Miscellaneous Articles of Commerce
Total

1,839 ( 0.3)

4,358 ( 0.8)
49,100 ( 9.0)
11,518 ( 2.1)
545,000 (100.0)

Note : Among the above, exports comprised coal, teas, silkworm eggs, etc., to the value
of

57,295, and imports comprised worsteds, metal ingots, machines, sacks, etc.,

to the value of

238,841. The remainder of

248,864 represents domestic

business, chiefly in rice.

source : Mitsui Mercantile Steamship Company, So gy6 Hachljiznen‑slti I] i J + p
History of Eighty Years in Business), Tokyo, 1958, p. 21.

(A

in 1875, we find the government ordering Mitsubishi to open a steamship
line to Shanghai with four of the vessels entrusted to the company and

paying 30,000 yen as reserve fund and 200.000 yen as subsidy. As is

a matter of common knowledge, a fierce business competition was
developed between Mitsubishi and the Pacific Mail Steamships Co. of
America, and the Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Co. of England,
but with the material and moral support of the government Mitsubishi
succeeded in repulsing these adversaries. In May, 1875 the government
decided on a policy for marine transportation under the principles of
"protection and supervision of privately owned and privately operated
marine transportation" as proposed by the Minister of the Interior (Nai‑
mukyo l
P), Okubo Toshimichi )
4 ; IJ :, and Order Number I and
Order Number 2 issued to Mitsubishi on the basis of this policy were
such as to bring to completion Mitsubishi's privileged, monopoly of marine
transportation, and it came about that the company had practically all

the steamships hitherto owned by the government sold off and in
addition had paid to it an annual subsidy of 250,000 yen. Later, military
transportation in the Saig I f Rebellion of 1877 was an opportunity

which promoted the spectacular development of Mitsubishi, and in the
Japanese coastal shipping routes developed in this period against the
background of the privileged position due to government preferential
treatment and protection as described above the form of business was
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coloured with the hues of merchant and money ‑lending capital, and this

also came to be the stage upon which diversified management was
developed. In addition to the five Japanese coastal shipping routes
specifled in Order Number 2 as the objects on which the money provided
by the government in the form of subsidies was to be spent‑Tokyo to
Osaka, Tokyo to Hakodate
: , Tokyo to Niigata f }, Tokyo to Yokka‑
ichi PII
7ff, and Nagasaki :ru : to Pusan in Korea‑the Japanese coastal
shipping routes operated by the company extended over practically the
whole country=the Ryi kyn ; route, the Hokuriku
{ route, the
Osaka‑Hakodate route, and the Ogasawara /J. J
route‑and this in itself
contributed to the formation of a unified internal market in Japan, but
according to the fragmentary information given in the Mitsubishi Shashi
;

1 Tii '‑‑'‑‑"d

(Chronicle of Mitsubishi [unpublished] ) it is characteristic that

(1) rice, tea, beans, cotton, and other agriculiural products were over‑
whelmingly predominant in the content of the goods transported, (2) the
shippers were usually provincial merchants or associations of such, (3) a
fair number of the cargo contracts contain monopolistic conditions re‑
stricting transportation to the one company, and there are also instances

of advance loans under the tonya system. Further, this merchant‑like
marine transportation business conducted vis‑ ‑vis provincial merchants
and by extention vis‑ ‑vis small producers necessarily led to the company
being caused to carry on simultaneously flnancing, insurance and ware‑
housing business in relation to shippers and small producers. Furthermore,
an example of its being of an extremely money‑lending‑capital character

can probably be perceived from Table 3, which shows the working
accounts 0L the Mitsubishi Exchange Office opened in April, 1880. Again,

the company acquired management rights over the 119th National Bank
in May, 1885, and this, too, was the Lruit of merchant‑1ike accumulation
of capital through the medium of the marine transportation business.

However, the monopolistic position in the marine transpotation
business which became the lever for this accumulation of merchant
capital and diversification of activities was exposed to the fierce competition

with the Ky d Transportation Company established partly under the influ‑
ence of the political upheavals within the Meiji government after 1882. As
a historical event this contains interesting problems, but Lrom the point

of view 0L the aims of the present paper they are not problems of
particular importance. The competition between these two eventually
resulted in amalgamation brought about by government mediation, and
in the establishment of the Nippon Yusen Kaisha (capital 1 1,000.000
yen, established 29th September, 1885), but Mitsubishi maintained their
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Table 3. BALANCE SHEET OF THE MITSUBISHI EXCHANGE
OFFICE (1880‑1881)

(in thousand yen and percentage)

End of 1880

Efid of 1881

DEBIT
Houses and Land
Loans
Ordinary Loans
Warehouse Loans
Ground Exchange Loans
Other
Documentary Bills
Other

125.7 ( 6.6)
1,074.2 ( 56.4)
721.3 ( 38.0)
205.4 ( lO.8)

ll8.5 ( 6.2) *
28.9 ( l.5)

70.0 ( 2.9)
l,240.0
378.4
302.7
396.3

(
(
(
(

50.9)
15.5)
12.4)
16.3)

162.6 ( 6.7)

TOTAL

297.3 ( 15.6)
400.2 ( 21.2)
1,897.3 (100.0)

292.1 ( 12.0)
834.1 ( 34.2)
2,436.4 (lO0.0)

Capital Fund

1,500.0 ( 79.0)

1,600.0 ( 65.7)

CREDIT
De posits

Government Loans
Other
Profits

160.4
150.0
6.1
80.8

(
(
(
(

8.5)
7.9)
0.3)
4.3)

63.8 ( 2.6)
595.0 ( 24.4)

86.3 ( 3.5)
91.4 ( 3.8)

Note Wrthin ' Loans ', ' Ordinary Loans ' refer to general loans on the security of
government bonds, gold and silver, and Land Certificates, ' Warehouse Loans '
reLer to short‑term loans to shippers, and ' Ground Exchange Loans ' refer to
advance loans to producers.
Source : The Mitsubishi Bank. Mitsubishi Ginko‑shi E
{: t (A History of the
Mitsubishi Bank), Tokyo, 1954, p. 34.

initiative within this enterprise and firmly secured their monopolistic
position with the 58 vessels totalling 68,197 tons gross held by the above
company (770/0 of the total registered gross, tonnage in the country,
88,765 tons, comprising 228 vessels). In this point we may present the
Profit and Loss Account of the Mitsubishi Kaisha as shown in Table 4.
As a result of the above investigations we can be assured of the
following three points as characteristics of bapital formation in the Mitsui

and Mitsubishi companies in the period of the primitive accumulation of
capital. Firstly, it was only by acting as the undertakers of the govern‑
ment's policy for the promotion of primitive accumulation that the nuclear

enterprises in both Mitsui and Mitsubishi at this period‑the Mitsui
banking and commodity trading business and the Mitsubishi marine
transportation business=were able to come into being and develop.
Secondly, by using government privileged protection to the maximum in
their coining into being and development, these had already secured
their monopolistic positions in the relevant sectors of undertakings in
the middle of the 1880's. Thirdly, their capital accumulation, carried
out against the background of such privileged and monopolistic positions,
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Table 4. PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT OF THE MITSUBISHI COMPANY
(1875‑1885)

(in thousand yen)

Government
Income Expenditure Profits Subsidies

(A) (B) (A‑B)

Oct. 1875‑Dec. 1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
Cumulative Total

2,345
4,447
2,899
3,288
4,43 l

5,882
4,890
3,736
3,026
2, 297

37,241

2,0 37

308

3,229

1,218

3,405
2,994
3,739
5,085
4,329
3,781
3,243
2,303
34,145

A506
294
692
797
561
A 45
A217

A6

3,096

321
263
267
280
28 6
28 1

280
278
269
20 l

2,726

A 13
955
A773
14
406
516
281
A323
A486
A207
370

Note : The figures marked with triangles are losses.
{
in Mitsubishi Slra‑shi E :,' 'T
source : Based on " salmatsu Zassal' "
History of the Mitsubishi Company), Nos. 3‑13.

: (A

was of extreme proportions Therr sources of Lunds were above all govern‑

ment funds and also early monopoly profits, and the way in which the
capital accumulation was carried out was merchant‑ or money‑1ending‑
capitalistic expropriation Lrom small producers or local merchants on

the presuppositions of acting as merchants by appointment to the
government or of the immaturity of the commodity economy. Further,
on such grounds Mitsui and Mitsubishi obtained undertakings in the
mining and manufacturing sector in the process of the so‑called "selling‑

off of the government‑operated enterprises " in the 1880's and formed
the archetypes of the diversified management which was later to develop
into comprehensive konzerns. Such were Mitsui's acquisition of the
Miike Coal Mine, the Shimmachi Waste Silk Spinning Factory and the
Tomioka Silk Reeling Factory, and Mitsubishi's acquisition of the Taka‑

shima Coal Mine, the Sado and lkuno mines and the Nagasaki Ship‑
building Yard. Among these not only did the coal and mineral mines
form the nuclei of the Zaibatsu producing sectors as the later Mitsui
Mining Company and the Mitsubishi Mining Company, but the Nagasaki
Shipbuilding Yard was also the forerunner of the Mitsubishi Shipbuilding

& Engineering Company. This means that the archetypes of the
diversified principal enterprises under the control of the Zaibatsu at a

later period were already formed at this stage. But it goes without
saying that the coming into being of these archetypes alone is not
sufE:cient. What must be called in question is how these archetypes
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were reproduced over time. This we propose to examine below.

II. FIRM FIXATION AS "COMPREHENSIVE BODIES OF
UNDERTAKlNGS "
After the severe business depression which began with the financial
reorganization measures put into effect by Finance Minister Matsukata
Masayoshi

;' L;i IE

in 1881 had promoted the virtual completion of primi‑

tive accumulation, Japanese capitalism went L0rward to its first period
of the rise of modern enterprise from about 1887 on to the beginning
of 1890. The fever of enterprise frst arose in railway construction and
next spread to textiles and mining, but throughout the 1890's the leading
sector of industry was the cotton spinning industry, and by using the
English ring spinning machine, Indian raw cotton, and domestic female
labour paid at low rates this industry instantly gained a position of
dominance over the domestic m rket and rapidly extended its business to
the markets of Asia. We may thus regard the ten y.ears of the 1890's
as being the stage of industrial capitalism in the Japanese economy.
The development of such a new condition of affairs, however, made
it very dif icult for Mitsui and Mitsubishi to maintain their L0rmer
political merchant activities, and had the effect of promoting their break‑
ing Lree from the chrysalis of their merchant capital character. Mitsui,

for example, began a reform of the Mitsui Bank from 1886 in response
to the decline in government deposits resulting from the establishment
of the Bank of Japan (Nippon Ginko

i

f) (1882), but the fundamental

reform of the bank was carried out at the hands of Nakamigawa
Hikojir r iJ:)Il

Inoue Kaoru PJ::

, who entered Mitsui with the recommendation of

in 1891. This was the so‑called " Nakamigawa

reform " and its content consisted in firmly establishing an autonomous
and independent management which had severed its hereditary connexion
with governmental authority and causing it to break free from its tradi‑
tional character centred on money‑1ending and commerce and advance to

the higher stage of a body of undertakings centred in manufacturing
industry. Firstly, in the reform of the bank they carried out the writing‑

off 0L bad debts acquired through the bank's political connexions, the

withdrawal from handling government funds and the closing down of
the branches concemed, and after the reorganization of the bank into
an unlimited partnership (capital 2,000,000 yen) in 1893 they took steps
to modernize their business, while making "the depression of the volume
of deposits and loans, the selection 0L clients, and short‑term financing
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centred on discounted bills" the basis of their management policy. Sec‑
ondly, Nakamigawa's "industrialization policy" began with the running
of the Maebashi Spinning Factory, the Oshima Silk Reeling Factory,
the Tanaka Manufacturing Plant (1ater the Shibaura Engineering Works
and the forerunner of the present Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd.),
enterprises which were obtained as forfeited securities at the time of
the reorganization of the bank's business, as well as the above‑mentioned

Shimmachi Waste Silk Spinning Factory and the Tomioka Silk Reeling
Factory, and thereafter was positively carried forward in the new estab‑

lishment of the Mie Silk Reeling Factory and the Nagoya Silk Reeling
Factory and in the ‑ gaining of managerial control of the Kanegafuchi
Spinning Company and the Oji Paper Company. These various factories
were brought under the unified administration of the Mitsui Industrial
Department established in June, 1893, but in parallel with this the Miike

Coal Mine, which had hitherto been a part of Mitsui Bussan, was made
independent in June, 1892, and together with other mines belonging to
Mitsui there was established the Mitsui Mining Limited Partnership
(capital 2,000,000 yen, reorganized as an unlimited partnership in July
0L the L0110wing year), after which Mitsui purchased the Yamano and
Tagawa mines and secured a monopolistic position in sharing the Kyti:shti
jL'J'M coalfield with Mitsubishi. Lastly, as regards Mitsui Bussan, this

company was not made the direct object of reform, partly because of
personal conflicts within Mitsui, but even so, as we shall see below, it

was progressively modernized from merchant capital dealing with the
traditional small producer to commercial capital undertaking foreign trade.

In this way about 1900 Mitsui had firmly fixated diversified management
as a large comprehensive body 0L undertakings extending from the fields
of finance and trade with foreign countries to those of coal, machines,
textiles and paper.

Next, in the case of Mitsubishi there was indeed no such dramatic

change as the Nakamigawa reform of Mitsui, but nevertheless the
break‑away from the political merchant character was powerfully ad‑
vanced. After the establishment of the Nippon Ytisen Kaisha and up to
the establishment of the Mitsubishi Goshi Kaisha

:

A

1 T t (Mitsubishi

Limited Partnership, capital 5,000,000 yen) in 1893 they purchased mineral
and coal mines at greater or lesser discount, chiefly in the Ky shti area,
and shifted the centre of gravity of their business to the mining industry,

further to which they established branches at Osaka, Nagasaki,
Wakamatsu ;
*, and Shimonoseki T ] as organs for the selling 0L the
products of these mines, and made firm the foundations of their later
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commercial sector (Business Department of Mitsubishi Shoji Kaisha).
On the other hand, the Mitsubishi shipyard at Nagasaki was in an
extremely unflourishing condition for a long time after it was sold off,
but it gradually headed for establishment, partly due to the protection

by the Law for the Encouragement of Shipbuilding (Zo sen Shorei
Ho
J l ) of 1896, and in the same year the new construction of
the Kobe shipyard was envisaged. In addition to these, we may mention

the provision of funds for the Sany ) Railway Company (established
1887) and the Chikuho Railway Company (established 1889, Iater amal.
gamated with the Kyfish : Railway Company), the coming into production
of the selling‑off of the Osaka Refinery (1896) and the purchase of the
Kobe Paper Mills (1898, Iater the Mitsubishi Paper Mills, Ltd.), but in
parallel with these industrial undertakings they opened a Banking Depart‑
ment in October, 1895, and took over the business of the 119th National
Bank, thus pressing forward their efforts towards modern banking man‑
agement. With the addition of Nippon Yi:sen, Tokyo Marine Insurance

Company, a company in which the lwasaki family were great share‑
holders and which was deeply coloured with the Mitsubishi colouring,
and the Meiji Life Insurance Company, all of which had previously been
quasi‑directly‑affiliated companies under the control of Mitsubishi, as

well as of the Tokyo Warehouse Company, by about 1900 Mitsubishi,
too, went on to develop into a comprehensive body of undertakings
containing finance, commerce, insurance, warehousing, mining, railways,
marine transportation, shipbuilding and paper‑niaking.
To speak very generally, the actual state of Mitsui and Mitsubishi
in the 1890's as we have described it above is nothing other than the

process which Marx describes that " the merchant becomes an indus‑
trialist,"7 and consequently is 'nothing other than the process in which
merchant capital is transformed into commercial capital and money‑1end.
ing capital is transformed into banking capital, but the realities of this

process contained peculiarly Japanese circumstances which cannot be
disposed of under so general a prescription. If, now, we seek to know
the historical grounds upon which the political merchant capital of the
primitive accumulation period realized this transformation and further‑

more thereby caused the frm fixation of diversified management, we
would seem to be obliged, basically, to direct our attention to the follow‑

ing structural characteristics of Japanese capitalism which, on the one
hand, was placed under the Imperialist pressure of the advanced countries

of Europe and America, and on the other was adjacent to extensive
. K. M***. D s Kapital, Dietz V**1*g, Be*li*, 1953, Buch m, s. 368.
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backward regions in Asia, and which firmly established its cotton industry
as industrial capital under the conditions of this historical and geogra‑
phical environment. Firstly, while it is agreed that in the cotton industry
Japanese capitalism realized advanced‑country relations on a vis‑ ‑vis Asia
scale in exactly the same way as the English cotton industry had realized
the whole world as its object of trade in the middle of the 19th century,
the process of circulation between Japan and the overseas markets (both

raw materials and manufactured goods) could not but be extremely
unstable under the conditions of the Imperialist international environment.
Secondly, on the other hand, the industries other than the cotton industry,

especially the heavy and chemical industries, had their smooth develop‑
ment prevented by competition from the manufactured goods of the ad‑
vanced countries and consequently behind the relations mentioned above
there existed alongside them the relations of an agricultural country
which in its relations with the countries of Europe and America was a
buyer of the manufactured goods of heavy industry and a seller of raw
silk, tea, coal, and other raw materials and half‑finished goods. This
" semi‑advanced " character in Japan, as we may call it, rendered ex‑
tremely large the roles played by the commodity circulation and financial
sectors in Japanese capitalism.
Considering these characteristics in their connexions with the diver‑
sification of the undertakings under the control of Mitsui and Mitsubishi,

firstly, the firm fixation of Mitsui Bussan and Nippon Yusen in the
commodity circulation sector may be said to have had its grounds in the
fact that on the basis of the powers which accrued to them from their
monopolistic position they acted as a force which supplemented the weak
points in the process of commodity circulation between Japanese capital‑
ism and the overseas markets as indicated above. The concrete content
of this point consisted in Mitsui handling 300/0 of national imports of
raw cotton and exports of cotton yarn as a quasi‑member of the Japan
Cotton Spinners League and about 500/0 of national imports of machinery
(highest in imports of spinning machinery, L0r example 820/0 of national

imports in 1892) in the process of strengthening its character as a
modern overseas trading company dealing in imports and exports of ･the

raw materials and finished products of the various modern industries
(see Table 5) while at the same time breaking free from its traditional
merchant capital a:ctivities vis‑ ‑vis the government and the small pro‑
ducers, and in Nippon Ytisen concluding a contract8 with the Spinners
. The essential points in the content of this contract were as follows : 1) Nippon Yusen

would route a steamship of 3.000 tons gross or over between Japan and Bombay once
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League in November 1893 for the transportation of Indian raw cotton
and opening a sea route to Bombay, thus safeguarding the cotton industry

from the tyranny of the foreign shipping companies. Further, it was
these activities which constituted the main stage for the development of

the two companies at this period, and they were the groundwork laid
down in this period which later caused the relative weight of the com‑
modity circulation sector in the later Zaibatsu finance capital to be high.

Table 5. DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN TRADE OF MITSUl BUSSAN (187, 1899)
(in thousand yen and percentage)

Exports Imports Trade between Domestic Trade Total
Foreign Countries

57 ( 10)

239 ( 44)

O( O)

249 ( 46)

545 (lOO)

1897 l0,432 ( 19)
1898 13,404 ( 22)
1899 25,439 ( 33)

33,540 ( 62)

179 ( 1)
761 ( 1)
732 ( l)

9,579 ( 18)

53,730 (100)

9,610 ( 15)
l0,043 ( 13)

62,653 (lOO)

187 6
( Jun.‑Dec.)

38,788 ( 62)
40,016 ( 52)

66,230 (100)

Sources : Figures for 1876 are from the above‑cited So gyo Hachtji nen‑shi of the Mitsui

Mercantile Steamship Company, p. 21.
The other figures are from Mitsui Bussan Kaisha Shoshi Ei p a , T !j.
(A Short History of the Mitsui Bussan Company), Tokyo, 1951, p. 165.

Secondly, regarding the firm fixation of the producing sector, the
significance of the fact that in both Mitsui and Mitsubishi this was
realized centred on the primitive industry, mining, is important. As we
have noted, there was some entry into other industrial sectors at this
time, but these undertakings persisted over time in a more or less de‑
pressed condition, and as regards the reason for it we may say that it
was to be found in the suppression of the development of modern industry

other than the cotton industry in particular the heavy and chemical
industries‑caused by competition from the advanced countries of the
kind which we have indicated above. In contrast to this, the mining
industry, although on the one hand having its way blocked to develop‑
ment in association with the iron and steel and metals industries such
as had taken place in Germany by reason of this undeveloped condition
of Japanese heavy industry, conversely exhibited smooth development as
every three weeks, or at the least once in four weeks, L0r the purpose of loading cotton.

2) The freight charges for raw cotton would be Rs. 17 per ton (40 cu. ft.), of which
Nippon Yusen would repay Rs. 4 to the League. 3) Nippon Ytisen would gurantee the
lading of 30,000 or more bales of cotton .per annum, and if it fell short of this
figure would pay compensation to the League at the rate of Rs. 4 per ton. The League
would gurantee cargoes of 50,000 or more bales of cotton per annum, and if these fell
short of this figure would pay freight charges to Nippon Yusen at the rate of Rs. 13
per ton in respect of the deficient number of bales.

